Introduction
second and third person respectively. The first and second persons are called speech act partici-23 pants (SAP). In the case of third person arguments 3 indicates proximate and 3' obviative referents 24 (⒉2). In intransitive forms, by contrast, the abbreviation refers to the sole argument of the verb.
25
They are systematically included for reference.
26
The cells corresponding to the 1→1 and 2→2 configurations are semantically reflexive and are 27 thus filled in grey, since in most languages they tend to be expressed by an intransitive construction².
28
The 3→3 cell, on the other hand, is not since the corresponding configuration is not necessarily 29 reflexive. including these features will be studied below.
30

32
As will become clear in the course of this article, it is convenient to separate the transitive 33 paradigm into three domains (Zúñiga 2006, 47-54), represented in Table 1 by different colours.
34
First, the local domain (in blue) comprises the forms 1→2 and 2→1, where both arguments are 
The canonical direct/inverse system
39
Given the diversity of direct/inverse systems in the world' s languages, canonical typology (Corbett,
2007) seems to be a useful tool for accurately describing them by accounting for their deviation om 41 the canon. The canonical direct/inverse system could then be defined as a type of transitive person 42 marking system presenting three essential characteristics.
43
First, in such a system all person-number markers are neutral with regard to syntactic roles (S,
44
A and O).³
45
Second, the ambiguity which this entails (especially in mixed scenarios) is resolved by way of 46 obligatory (and mutually exclusive) markers, called direct (in the case of 1→2, SAP→3, 3→3') and 47 inverse (in the case of 2→1, 3→SAP and 3'→3), respectively. These markers do not appear on 48 intransitive verbs. This property is generally described in terms of referential hierarchies (see section 49 ⒉3).
50
²The same applies, in languages with clusivity (a distinction between first person inclusive vs exclusive) to the combination of first inclusive and second person.
³See Haspelmath (2011) for a discussion of the terms S (only argument of an intransitive verb), A (more agent-like argument of a transitive verb) and O (more patient-like argument of a transitive verb) . In terms of Bickel et al. ( in press, 9)'s approach, all persons trigger agreement in all three syntactic roles.
changes (the verb does not become intransitive when an inverse marker is added), and the arguments 52 keep the same syntactic properties (such as case marking and pivot accessibility) as in the direct 53 construction.
54 Table 2 illustrates the canonical system, for which we have taken 1 > 2 > 3 > 3' as the canonical 55 person hierarchy. We can observe the perfectly symmetrical distribution of direct and inverse forms, 56 along an axis running om the upper le side to the bottom right side of the table. Direct forms 57 appear in orange and inverse ones in green. No language exactly attests the pattern in Table 2 , although Rgyalrong languages (Sino-Tibetan,
58
59
Sichuan, China) are among the closest to it.⁴
60
The status of the local and non-local domains varies considerably across languages, but in most 61 languages with near-canonical systems inverse and/or direct markers can also be found in these 62 domains.
63
In the local domain, all possibilities but one appear to be attested: 2→1 receives the inverse In the mixed domain, the proximate / obviative status of the third person referent is also indi-89 cated on the verb (see Table 4 ).
90
No language outside of Algonquian displays a system in which the proximate / obviative dis- initially proposed in order to account for particular splits in case patterns (see Silverstein 1976), have also been used to explain a variety of other phenomena, including the distribution of direct and inverse markers and slot accessibility. However, it is not always possible to account for all phenomena within a given language by positing a single hierarchy, as Zúñiga 2006 has shown. In Cree for instance, no less than four distinct hierarchies are needed to explain direct/inverse marking and the allocation of person markers to the correct slot. ⁶Hierarchies involving 3 > SAP may govern slot accessibility, as in the case of slots 5-7 in Cree which follow the hierarchy 1pl > 1incl/2pl > 3 animate > SAP.sg > 3 inanimate, Zúñiga 2006, 8⒍ This type of hierarchy has however never been described for direct/inverse morphemes. morphology, and the resulting paradigm is more complex than the pattern shown in Table 2 .
146
In 6, the verb has a direct form, and the inverse is blocked, as the A is SAP while the O is third 
155
⒈ When the agent is animate and the patient inanimate, the inverse is blocked.
156
⒉ When the agent is inanimate and the patient animate, the inverse is required.
157
There is a strong, though not absolute, tendency for the inverse to appear when the agent and could thus be considered as a non-canonical direct marker.
166 Table 3 : Zbu Rgyalrong transitive paradigm (data adapted om ?)
In this paradigm, considering only the mixed and non-local forms and leaving aside stem al- (if the system was perfectly symmetrical, 1→2 forms such as *tə-Σ 1 -ŋ would be expected).
172
To account for the Zbu Rgyalrong data presented above, the following hierarchy has to be In Japhug, there is no inverse in 2→1 forms, while it appears with a generic human agent
183
(disregarding the animacy of the patient). Such a form illustrates the fact that a given sentence can have any number of obviative arguments.
228
Thus, a configuration with two obviative arguments does not imply reflexivization.
229
The morphosyntactic marking of the proximate/obviative distinction presents some noteworthy 230 differences with other languages with direct/inverse such as Rgyalrong. guages whose direct/inverse system includes the non-local domain behave like Rgyalrong languages.
251
The only exceptions we are aware of are Algonquian and Kutenai, but even the latter has a much 252 simpler system than Algonquian. This also confirms the fact that the Algonquian direct/inverse 253 system, while undeniably the first to have been properly described, is by no means representative. As can be seen in Table 5 , Khaling has a prefix ʔi-which appears in the second person forms of 260 intransitive verbs as well as in the following transitive configurations: 2→1, 3→1, 3→2 and 2→⒊
261
Additionally, it appears in 1du/pl→2 forms which are not shown in that 
⁸The first case is represented by languages with proximate/obviative marking only in the non-local domain (Kutenai, Navajo) and languages with inverse only in local forms such as Nez Percé.
1sg→2) and in all inverse forms. It is thus a conflation of a second person marker and an inverse 265 marker, which has little synchronic functional motivation and cannot be described in terms of a 266 hierarchy, even though a historical explanation seems possible (see section ⒌2). We could gloss the 267 Khaling prefix as 2/inv, but it would be misleading to refer to it as an inverse marker.
268
Prefixes with a distribution nearly identical to that of Khaling ʔi-are found in related languages 269 such as Dumi, Trung and Rawang (van Driem 1993). This language illustrates the fact that the access to inflectional slots may be described in terms Finally, when there are no SAP arguments, none of these clitics is used. In other words, person 283 indexability is only determined by the hierarchy 2 > 1 > 3, not by grammatical roles (see Table 6 284 with the verb uc-"to catch" in the preterit form -ib). 
285
Although pure hierarchical systems without any direct or inverse marker are well attested,⁹ it 296 is possible that many languages with hierarchical alignment appearing to lack direction markers 297 may reveal restricted direct or inverse marking in some areas of their grammar, like Icari Dargwa.
298
In particular, Tangut (Sino-Tibetan; extinct) is generally presented as having a verbal agreement 299 system very close to that of Dargi in head-markedness and configurationality, which was indeed observed in most of the languages in 308 her sample.
309
More than twenty years aer Klaiman's work, it seems unlikely that direct/inverse could be 310 correlated with any other feature (or set of features) in particular. 
Extension of the concept of direct/inverse
328
As defined in section 2 and even taking into account highly non-canonical inverse systems, di-329 rect/inverse systems represent a very restricted phenomenon only attested in a minority of languages.
330
Givón (1994) has proposed to extend this term to a broader set of phenomena. it suggests that the structure of direct/inverse systems might be better explained by taking into 352 account the diachronic origin of these markers.
353
In this section, we provide a panchronic overview of direct and inverse markers: their origins 
Cislocative
366
The term 'cislocative' is used to refer to markers expressing a motion towards the speaker, both 367 directional ('verb hither') and associated motion ('come to verb') ones.¹⁰ of some Kiranti languages that have an inverse marker, such as Bantawa (see Table 9 , data om ?
432
and Doornenbal 2009). 
433
The similarity between the two sets of prefixes is striking, and suggests a grammaticalization since it also occurs in all 3→3 forms.
459
There is no consensus as to how exactly the opaque systems observed in Kiranti came into exis-
460
tence, but a possibility is that they originated om a direct/inverse system similar to that observed in
461
Rgyalrong languages, and then underwent a series of changes which thorougly reshaped the system 462 starting with a generalization of the inverse marker in non-local scenarios as in the case of Lavrung.
463
This in turn increased morphological opacity up to a point where many individual morphemes (like
464
Khaling ʔi-) ceased to have a synchronically straightforward morphosyntactic function. 
